
TalentNZ Workshop
Creating a place where talent wants to live



1: What is talent?





LivingStandardsNZ Workshop at the Treasury, December 2013

a. To what extent does equal 
opportunity exist? 



The shrinking middle
The high-skilled minority 
(characterised by their creativity, 
analytical and problem solving 
capabilities and communication 
skills) will have strong bargaining 
power in the labour market, 
whilst the low-skilled will bear 
the brunt of the drive for 
flexibility and costs reduction, 
resulting in growing inequality.

b. What is the future of work? 





• Not jobs, but talent

• Not education, but growing talent over time

• Not personality, but character

• Not nations, but cities

• Not wealthy, but being healthy

• Not companies, but private enterprise

• Not expand, but regenerate/redevelop

• Not resilient, but antifragile

• Not data programming, but atom programming

• Not networks, but connections

• Not text, but design

c. What is the language of the 21st Century



• Possessions reduce flexibility, choice and 
personal autonomy 

• Pedestrian culture matters
• Happy spouses help retain talent
• Beauty is not just about the countryside

d. What do people want?



Sam Morgan
Talent likes talent
Talent wants to be best in the world
Talent enjoys being recognised
Talent thinks and acts globally
Talent hates completing forms
Talent gets frustrated with delays
Talent needs human capital
Talent grows through investment
Talent follows talent
Talent is key



2: What is future studies?





a. Understand possible risks 
facing the community



Circles size based on 2013 Statistics New Zealand 
population estimates

b. Understand demographics



c. Understand where we spend our time



d. Understand the impact of
climate change 

Slides taken from Tim Naish, Director Antarctic Research Centre, 
Victoria University of Wellington
Sources  listed in Church et al. IPCC (2013)

Rignot et al. (2013) 

Antarctic ice melt is accelerating

Ice sheets (sit on land)

Paolo et al. (2015)

Ice shelves (float on 

ocean)



3: What can community boards do?



SIR PAUL’S ADDRESS AT STRATEGY NZ 2011
Below is a slide from his 2011 presentation.  If New Zealand was to adopt this vision, making decisions 
would be easy to understand and implement.

a. Work together or separately on a 
shared vision
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‘The Kaikoura community displays responsible 
custodianship of its unique natural, social, cultural and 
built environmental resources by ensuring the 
sustainable utilisation and management of these 
resources. It is a community that treasures the present 
small-scale town atmosphere and retains and enhances 
this coastal village character.’

– Kaikoura District Council Long Term Plan 2012-2022 Vision

Example of a 
clear vision



b. Engage with the three components 
of public policy 

Information

Instruments
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THE ROLE OF NATIONAL 
POLICY STATEMENTS, 
NEW ZEALAND COASTAL 
POLICY STATEMENT 
(NZCPS) AND NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARDS SITTING 
ALONGSIDE 
LONG TERM PLANS

Example of the importance 
of alignment



Example of good information



c. Develop a means to the end: 
The Menu of Initiatives website







THANK YOU
If we can be of any assistance 

Please do not hesitate to contact us.

Please connect with TalentNZ to receive our regular 

TalentNZ newsletter at www.talentnz.org

Level 2, 5 Cable Street
PO Box 24-222, Wellington 
6142
(04) 499 8888
www.mcguinnessinstitute.org

http://talentnz.org/


“Never worry about the things you are not 
good at. Discover what you are good at and 
do that, and do it with commitment. But 
always respect those whose talents are 
different from your own.

See the opportunities in new directions. If you 
do not change direction, you may end up 
where you are heading.

Never under-estimate the capacity of those 
younger than you to surprise you with their 
talent. Learn from them, and always revel in 
the opportunity to combine talents to build a 
team. 

The paradox is to live each day as though it 
were our last and, at the same time, to live as 
though we will live forever.”

Paul Callaghan


